
provided that a diode is connected in 
parallel with the relay as in Figs. 4 and 5. 

The relay will then automatically open 
and close whilst power is applied to the 
circuit. 

PHOTOSENSITIVE CIRCUIT 
Although it is intended for use as a 

timer in both the monostable and 
astable modes, the 555 is essentially 
two voltage comparators which switch a 

flip-flop and the output stage. It can 
therefore be employed to provide 
different output levels as the voltage at 
the inputs to its comparators changes. 

The circuit of Fig.10 shows how the 
555 can be used as a photosensitive 
switch. When the intensity of 
illumination falling on the cadmium 
sulphide photosensitive cell rises, the 
resistance of this photo conductive cell 
falls. The voltage at pin 2 will therefore 
fall and when this voltage reaches one 
third of the supply voltage, comparator 
2 of Fig.2 will switch the flip-flop stage 
and the output. The relay then closes. 

If the light intensity subsequently falls, 
the resistance of the cell P rises and so 

does the voltage across it. When this 
voltage reaches two thirds of the supply 
voltage, the comparator 1 of Fig. 2 is 

switched. This causes the output voltage 
to fall and the relay opens. 

It the relay and diode are connected 
between the positive line and pin 3, the 
relay will close when the light intensity 
falls and will open again when it rises. 

The opening and closing of the relay 
occurs at different levels of illumination. 
This 'hysteresis' effect is usually 
advantageous, since it prevents the 
relay from continually opening and 
closing (or 'chattering') when there are 
very small changes in the light intensity. 

The type of circuit shown in Fig.10 could be 
used to switch office lighting or street 
lights on and off as the level of illumination 
changes. 

The. 555 device is a very versatile 
integrated circuit. We have considered. a 

number of its possible applications in this 
article, but many more can be devised.. For 
example, if the photo conductive cell P in 
Fig. 10 is replaced by a thermistor, one 
could doubtless use the switching of the 
relay to control temperature. This would be 
another example of the use of the 555 as a 

comparator in an application not involving 
timing. 
A variation of the basic 555 design is the 
556. 

This is in effect two 555 devices within a 

common package. Each half of the 556 
behaves like a separate 555 timer and as 

such all of the applications described in this 
article are equally applicable to the 556. 

One most useful application of the 556 IC 

is in obtaining extended time delays. 
Both the 555 and 556 ICs use external 

timing capacitors, but even using low 
leakage electrolytic capacitors, these limit 
the normally practical timing range to a 

maximum of ten minutes. 
However by' using a 'divide by N' network 

between the two halves of a 556, very 
much longer delays may be obtained. 

The 556 timer may also be used as a tone 
burst generator. In this application, the first 
half of the device is used as a one shot and 
the second half as an oscillator. 

TABLE 1 

Ratio of pin 5 
voltage to the 
supply voltage 

Factor by which RAC 
must be multiplied to 
obtain the timing 
period. 

0.105 0.1 
02 0.223 
0.3 0.357 
0.4 0.511 
0.5 0.693 
0.6 0916 
0.7 1.203 
0.8 1.61 
09 2.30 

Table shows the effect of pin 5 control 
voltage on the timing period, when 
pin 5 is not connected, its potential is 
0.667 times the supply voltage. 

About 3,500 entries were received for this 

competition in November's ETI - an excellent 

response. The first three correct entries drawn 
were received from 

C.J. Pennycuick of Clifton, Bristol. (Gold Prize). 

P. Shaw of Plaistow, London E.13. (Silver Prize). 

R.W. Harris of Newport, Gwent. (Bronze Prize). 

Readers who ask for the Heathkit catalogue 

should have received it by now. 

The answers to the Cross -Number are shown 

on the right. Surprisingly nearly half the entries 
got 11 down wrong. (Resistor colour code: white, 

Brown, Brown). This is 910, not 911 as often 
entered. 
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